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Introduction
From the origins of archaeology as a �eld of enquiry, material variability has 
been at its heart. �is variability has been taken to mean di�erences in peo-
ple: synchronous variability pointing to di�erences in social groups, diachro-
nous variability either the movements of peoples, or internal social change. 
�is connection between material and people has been fundamental to post-
processual archaeology, with the formulation of more explicit theories about 
the relationship between material, people and society. At the same time, as 
part of wider post-modern agendas within humanities and social sciences, 
ideas of �xed and normative social relations have been declared suspect, 
and replaced by concepts of negotiation and �uidity. �us the past has been 
reformulated as a place of ongoing recreations of context-dependent social 
systems and personal identity.

Within these new agendas, identity has emerged as a central topic, and as 
an important approach to material variability. �rough ideas of agency and 
social practice, the relationship between people and material has been recon-
ceptualised. In this intellectual climate, Andrew Wallace-Hadrill’s Rome’s cul-
tural revolution o�ers a further theory for combining cultural traditions: that 
of code-switching.1 Focussing on a speci�c moment in the history of Rome, 
he argues for the application of a particular linguistic theory to the material 
evidence. He explicitly focusses on cultural identity, but in this paper I want 
to open up the debate to consider its applicability to identity more broadly. 

1. Wallace-Hadrill 2008.
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In order to do so, I shall �rst consider approaches to identity more widely, 
arguing for identity as created through performativity. I shall then move on 
to consider the speci�c case of Roman ethnicity, before asking whether code-
switching can be of value as a theory for understanding artefact variability 
and change within Roman Britain.

Identity and material culture
�ere have been two stimuli to the emergence of identity as a core part of 
post-processual approaches to archaeological material:2 feminist archaeology 
which has led to a new interest in gender and, more recently, age;3 and sec-
ondly, new approaches to cultural, or ethnic, identity.4 Although o�en treated 
as such, theories of identity in archaeology do not form a homogenous school 
of thought, but instead draw on a range of literature from sociology, anthro-
pology and philosophy. Furthermore, the archaeological literature has tended 
to be fragmented into discrete strands which focus on speci�c or related 
aspects of identity. For example, the study of ethnicity in the Roman Empire 
can be seen as completely separate to the study of gender. O�en, research-
ers draw on di�erent bodies of theoretical literature, with those investigating 
gender reading predominantly feminist theory, and those studying ethnicity 
concentrating on post-colonial theory and work on national identities.

Nevertheless, much of this theory overlaps in both assumptions and 
approaches. One idea which is common to much of the literature is that 
identity is not primordial or �xed at birth; it is situational, and speci�c to the 
social context. Simone de Beauvoir’s famous comment that ‘one is not born a 
woman, but rather becomes one’ can be applied to all aspects of identity. Gen-
der, age, religion or ethnicity are not universal, either in how each category 
is divided into groups or the way in which these groups are marked out. �e 
number of genders within a society is not necessarily �xed at two, nor are 
they de�ned by ideologies of economically active men and nurturing women. 
Instead, ideologies of identity are particular to speci�c societies, and an indi-
vidual is socialised into the rules and mores of particular social groups during 
their childhood. �ere is considerable debate about the relationship between 
the physical body and social identity, but most would agree that there is some 
relationship and that identity is to some extent embodied.5 For example, in 

2. Díaz-Andreu and Lucy 2005.
3. Conkey and Spector 1984; Gero and Conkey 1991.
4. Jones 1997; Shennan 1989.
5. Meskell 1998; Sofaer 2006.
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dealing with age, archaeologists and non-archaeologists recognise that there 
can be a chronological measure of age, as well as the physiological processes 
of the aging body.6 Nonetheless, the aging process is socially mediated, both 
in terms of how the life-course is divided into aged groups such as children or 
the elderly, when the transitions occurred between the various stages, and the 
ideologies associated with each. �e same debate can be articulated about the 
relationship between race and ethnicity, or sex and gender. 

�us identity categories cannot be taken as universals, and this has led 
Sørensen to argue that identity should be seen both as a category of di�erence 
and as a process.7 It is both the values and rules of behaviour associated with 
a speci�c category, and the everyday practices through which those expecta-
tions are enacted, and the sense of self renegotiated. If we say that identity is 
a social construction, we need to think of that construction as much as a verb 
as a noun. Consequently, our focus should be on the processes through which 
identity was constructed, maintained and transformed in the past, rather than 
speci�c material correlates uncritically used to recognize the identity of an 
individual. �is ties in with ideas of identity as formed through performativity 
or praxis.8 Our sense of who we are and which social groups we feel an a�nity 
to are created through everyday practices. �ese practices also create di�er-
ences from other groups, marking out “us” from “them”.9 It is within this idea 
of performativity or social practice that material culture becomes important. 
Speci�c forms of material can constitute an act of communication, marking 
membership of speci�c groups, and boundaries between them.10 However, 
material does not carry an inherent meaning which ties it in to one particular 
identity or another, but instead, it is given meaning through speci�c to par-
ticular contexts.11 Similarly, it is not necessarily single items which form the 
act of communication, but may be combinations of items, or even the speci�c 
practices they enable.12 Finally, not all items may function as boundary mark-
ers, and so some will cross social groups.

�e result is that an archaeology of identity is more problematic than is 
sometimes allowed for in archaeological studies. Rather than assuming that 
a certain item of material culture, such as an ear-ring for example, stands 
in a direct one-to-one relationship with a speci�c aspect of identity, such as 

6. Arber and Ginn 1995; Gowland 2006; Sofaer 2011.
7. Sørensen 2000.
8. Bourdieu 1977; Butler 1999; Giddens 1984; Go�mann 1959.
9. Barth 1969.
10. Hodder 1982.
11. Hodder 1986.
12. Revell 2009, Sørensen 1997.
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gender, we need to interrogate whether this was necessarily the case, how it 
was given that meaning, and what other meanings it might have held. Alla-
son-Jones’ work on ear-rings in Roman Britain points to some of these ques-
tions.13 In Roman Britain, as with other forms of jewellery, ear-rings are only 
found in graves with sexed female skeletons, suggesting that they are bound 
up in the ways genders were distinguished.14 Although our interpretation of 
their meaning comes from the context of the grave, the more common act 
of performance was the ear-rings being worn in life, whether by the speci�c 
deceased individual or not. Dress and jewellery formed a means of com-
municating social roles and social di�erences,15 and so if wearing ear-rings 
was restricted to one group, they, possibly in association with other forms 
of dress and jewellery, formed a way to structure di�erences between the 
genders. However, in other cases, understanding the relationship between 
material culture and identity could be less straightforward. In the eastern 
half of the empire, ear-rings were also worn by men. Although no ear-rings 
have been found with sexed male skeletons in Roman Britain, the epigraphi-
cally attested presence of troops from the eastern half of the empire serving 
in Britain raises this as a possibility (it should be noted that few military 
cemeteries have been excavated). If the grave of a male was found with an 
ear-ring, it would then raise questions of whether the meaning of the ear-
ring was associated with the deceased’s gender, or with his eastern ethnicity. 

�ese questions are raised in the case of a small number of anomalous male 
graves in Britain: sexed male skeletons wearing jet jewellery usually asso-
ciated with women.16 �e most well-known is the so-called Gallus from 
Catterick,17 where a sexed male skeleton, aged 20-25 years, was buried with 
a jet necklace around his neck, a jet bracelet and a bead bracelet on his le� 
arm and an anklet on his right leg. �e jewellery is unusual for male burials, 
and jet is usually associated with female skeletons.18 In this case, we are le� 
with alternative explanations for understanding the identity of the deceased 
man. Did he wear such jewellery during his lifetime, or was it only used for 
his burial? Furthermore, was it being used to di�erentiate a third gender,19 
or was the gendered material being used as a metaphor to denote a di�er-
ent aspect of identity, such as the religious identity of the Galli, the castrated 

13. Allason-Jones 1989; 1995.
14. See also Swi� 2011.
15. Sørensen 1997.
16. Booth et al. 2008, Cool 2011, Cool et al. 2004, Wilson 2002.
17. Cool 2002.
18. Allason-Jones 1996.
19. Swi� 2011.
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priests of Cybele?20 �e meaning of material culture such as this jewellery 
cannot be assumed through “common-sense”, but needs to be identi�ed 
through a full contextual study.

�us, a fundamental issue for an archaeology of identity is understanding the 
processes through which identity is formed, and the di�culties in associating 
these with items of material culture. However, there are further problems. �e 
�rst is the question of whether we are looking for individual identities (cat-
egories) or the way in which the group formulates its sense of self (processes). 
�ere is a tendency to associate identity with the individual, possibly because 
identity within the modern world is tied up with a very individualised sense of 
self. Whether this is really the case in the contemporary west is open to ques-
tion, but its applicability for the past is highly contentious. �is has led some 
to question whether identity can be identi�ed from material culture alone. 
Ton Derks argues that we cannot detect a person’s ethnic identity without an 
explicit written statement, such as on an inscription.21 However, even if we are 
uncertain about whether a speci�c individual would ascribe themselves to a 
particular identity or not, we are still able to investigate the processes through 
which identity was negotiated. �ere may be cases where we can pinpoint the 
identity of an individual with certainty, usually from inscription evidence, or 
from the goods included in their burial. Yet even in these instances, we are 
o�en le� with the labels, and without the wider viewpoint, we cannot under-
stand the processes through which these labels were given meaning, and dif-
ferences constructed between groups.

A second issue to consider associated with the idea of the individual is 
that a single person’s identity will not consist of one identity, but will be 
a palimpsest of multiple aspects: ethnic identity, family identity, gender, 
age, social rank or class, occupation, religion, health/disability amongst 
others. Again, objections to the idea of a single category have arisen from 
a number of sources, feminist as well as post-colonial perspectives. �ese 
have been taken on board by archaeologists, and within Roman archaeol-
ogy by Andrew Gardner and David Mattingly amongst others.22 Whilst it 
is important to be aware of the intersection of these multiple aspects, in 
reality, not all will be dominant in particular social circumstances. Further-
more, it raises again the focus on categories rather than processes: we can 
acknowledge that a single person was male or female, child or adult, Roman 
or non-Roman etc., but without understanding how these categories were 

20. Cool 2002.
21. Derks 2009. Similarly Hall 1997, but see Antonaccio 2010.
22. Gardner 2002; Mattingly 2004. See also Revell 2000; 2009.
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maintained, we cannot hope to understand what being a woman, or an adult 
entailed for the individual in the past.23

It is within these theoretical approaches to identity that we should consider 
whether code-switching can be used to understand artefact variability. Ini-
tially devised as a linguistic phenomenon,24 the fundamental questions are 
whether it can be applied to material culture, and if so, what problems there 
might be. �e move from language to material culture is not in itself unprec-
edented, as linguistic theory has already been successfully used within post-
processual approaches to material culture.25 Within the approach to identity 
I have outlined, there seem to be two issues which need to be resolved: the 
�rst, the relationship between utterance and performativity; and second, 
how we, as archaeologists, identify meaning. �e utterance is encapsulated 
within a single moment: a single act of communication from one person 
to another. However, the idea of performativity or social practice is that 
it is ongoing: the performance of acts on a repeated basis. Within the act 
of burial we can perhaps �nd a direct analogy between the two, but other 
circumstances are more complicated. As archaeologists, we need to have a 
more �exible timescale for the occurrence of the code-switching, as the same 
level of resolution is not possible, or even possibly, applicable. More prob-
lematic is understanding the codes themselves: identifying the two codes at 
play, and also what their meaning might be. Wallace-Hadrill’s identi�cation 
of the cultural meanings ascribed to di�erent forms of material are largely 
derived from textual sources. For the Roman provinces, we cannot neces-
sarily rely on these: the artefact variability within the archaeological record 
precludes a straightforward mapping of textual sources derived from Rome 
onto the material found elsewhere. Instead, we need to rely upon the inter-
pretations we can derive from the particular archaeological context, warning 
against focussing on the possible incidence of code-switching in isolation, 
but instead considering it within wider patterns of usage.

Ethnicity in the Roman Empire
In order to test the value of code-switching in Roman archaeology, I want 
to consider questions of ethnicity and code-switching. Since the 1980s, 
Romanization has been increasingly deconstructed as a concept, particularly 
within Anglo-American scholarship, and questions raised of its applicability 

23. Sørensen 2000, p. 13.
24. Adams 2003.
25. E.g. Hodder 1986.
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as a concept.26 As identity has emerged as a central topic of post-processual 
archaeology, the idea of ethnic identity has been adopted by Roman archae-
ologists as an alternative means of understanding archaeological change.27 
However, there is the danger that identity has been laid over the existing 
Romanization paradigm: the terminology is di�erent, but the idea of a 
de�ned cultural package remains. As I have argued above, theories of iden-
tity stress the �uidity of identity, with material culture as bound up in prac-
tice rather than merely correlates of an identity. �ese core concepts have 
not necessarily been seen as part of the new approaches to Roman ethnicity. 
In particular, there has been limited discussion of how Roman ethnicity was 
constructed. �ere is some research on this question for Rome itself,28 but 
much less considering the question of how to de�ne a Roman identity within 
the provinces. �is may be a product of the rejection of Romano-centric 
views, part of post-colonial approaches to cultural change, alongside the lack 
of engagement between archaeologists of Rome and Roman Italy, and those 
of the western provinces. �e unintended consequence is that whilst we 
have concentrated on regional responses, the question of what constituted a 
shared Roman identity has been le� unexplored.29

Modern de�nitions of ethnicity cannot be mapped unproblematically onto 
the Roman world, as these are strongly tied into the de�nition of the nation-
state. Nevertheless, we can use them as a means of understanding how a 
Roman ethnic identity might be formed. �ere is no agreement on the de�-
nition of ethnicity, with individual authors arguing for varying combinations 
of a shared history, consanguinity, association with a speci�c territory, a col-
lective name, and shared customs.30 Nevertheless, all de�nitions include the 
idea of shared customs and culture, such as religion, dress, architecture, and 
language. We can tie this into identity being formed through performativity: 
speci�c forms of behaviour reproduce cultural values which tie the group 
together, but also separate it from other ethnic groups. Sian Jones has used 
these ideas to argue for an archaeology of ethnicity based around social prac-
tice, speci�cally Bourdieu’s idea of habitus.31 However, whilst shared cultural 
practices can be seen as an important element of an ethnic identity, tying 
them into speci�c elements of material culture is something of a misguided 
methodology. In Roman Britain, changes in the practices of worship as well 

26. Hingley 2005; Keay and Terrenato 2001; Mattingly 1997; Millett 1990; Webster 2001; 
Woolf 1998.

27. Mattingly 2011; Pitts 2007.
28. Dench 2005; Farney 2007; Wallace-Hadrill 2008.
29. Woolf 1994; 1998 represent exceptions to this.
30. Compare for example, Barth 1969; Nash 1989; Smith 1986; Weber 1968 [1956].
31. Jones 1997.
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as the deities being worshipped are evident, but the resulting archaeological 
record does not show uniformity in material expression of this. Two new 
forms of material culture are part of these changes, dedicatory stone altars 
and temples, but these show quite di�erent distributions: temples tend to 
cluster in the southern, civilian zone, whilst inscribed altars are found pre-
dominantly in military zones.32 Both forms of material are part of the post-
conquest cultural changes, and both are part of distinctive religious practices 
we can broadly see as “Roman”.33 However, neither can be taken as a stand-
alone indicator of Roman ethnicity. 

�is could be applied to all forms of material culture we broadly think of as 
Roman: it is not possible to use the presence or absence of particular arte-
facts as diagnostic of Roman identity. �is can be attributed to discrepant 
impacts of Roman imperial structures,34 but it should also be seen as part 
of the �uid relationship between identity and material culture. Rather than 
looking for diagnostic items of material culture, recent work on Roman iden-
tity has stressed the idea of shared cultural assumptions and practices. John 
Barrett, for example, has argued for a repositioning of the study of Roman 
imperialism and cultural change, and that a Roman identity revolves around 
common cultural values which penetrated the routines of the daily lives of 
the people of the provinces, and the ways these were expressed materially.35 
A similar approach underpins Woolf ’s study of the Romanization of the Gal-
lic provinces, in which he argues that the adoption of Roman culture should 
be seen as encapsulating ‘the range of objects, beliefs and practices that were 
characteristic of people who considered themselves to be, and were widely 
acknowledged as, Roman’.36 

We can apply these ideas to the study of Roman urbanism, and the role of 
towns in the ongoing maintenance of a Roman identity.37 Within Roman 
textual sources, urbanism was a marker of correct modes of living, which 
(literally) set the civilized apart from the barbarians.38 �e appearance (or 
not) of towns with Roman-type buildings and legal codes has been seen as 
an archaeological marker for Romanization. However, rather than looking 
speci�cally at the collection of buildings, we should also examine the types 
of activities it might enable, and whether these were part of wider practices 

32. Mattingly 2006; Millett 1995.
33. Revell 2009.
34. Mattingly 2011.
35. Barrett 1989; 1993; 1997.
36. Woolf 1998, p. 11.
37. For a fuller discussion, Revell 2009.
38. Richardson 1995; Roda 1995; Rykwert 1976; Zanker 2000.
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and ideologies of urbanism. �e town of Tarraco developed out of a military 
camp adjoining the Iberian settlement of Kesse in the 2nd century BC, and 
was later refounded as colonia (Iulia) Urbs Triumphalis Tarraco.39 By the 1st 
century AD it possessed the urban facilities we might expect in a provincial 
capital: a colonial forum, theatre and public baths in the lower town, and a 
temple to Divus Augustus in the upper town. During the second half of the 
1st century, the upper town was turned into a more monumental complex, 
incorporating the temple, a provincial forum and a circus; in the 2nd cen-
tury, an amphitheatre was built outside the city walls. �e epigraphic evi-
dence points to the adoption of Roman style socio-political systems.40 �ese 
changes to the settlement centre are echoed in the surrounding countryside:41 
in the pre-Roman period, Kesse was one of three local centres, but over 
the 2nd and 1st centuries BC, the other two declined whilst Kesse/Tarraco 
became dominant. �us the people of the hinterland became dependent on 
Tarraco for urban facilities.

From this broad overview, what can we say about the role of urbanism in the 
ethnic identity of the people of Tarraco and its territory? �ere is a tendency 
to focus on the urban lives of elite families, but the town formed a stage for 
the daily practices of the non-elites, and those living in its hinterland. Assum-
ing the colonia was granted a charter similar to the lex coloniae Genetivae 
Iuliae,42 we can begin to identify some of these practices. �e (male) citizens 
of the colonia, including those who lived in the surrounding countryside, 
were expected to take part in annual elections for the chief magistrates, which 
took place within the colonial forum. �ey and their families might attend 
religious festivals, either sacri�ces, or games and dramatic spectacles in the 
theatre or amphitheatre. If they were prosecuted for debt, or involved in any 
other legal action, their cases would be heard within the town and overseen 
by the local magistrates. �e charter refers to market days, when people from 
the surrounding territory may have come into the town to sell their wares 
and buy goods. �ey had an obligation to work for the community for up to 
�ve days per year, and could be compelled to take up arms as a local militia. 
�e town had o�cial record o�ces, suggesting that their tax obligations and 
any proof of land-ownership were also kept within the town. �ere are other 
events not recorded in the extant sections of the charter, such as the payment 
of taxes and the taking of the census. Although less than a ��h of the popula-
tion of Tarraco lived within the town walls, the requirements of the charter 

39. Macias Solé et al. 2007; Ruiz de Arbulo 2006.
40. Alföldy 1975.
41. Carreté et al. 1995.
42. Crawford 1996, pp. 393-454
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applied to those living within the territory. �rough such visits to the town, 
the citizens of the colonia and their families would become familiar with the 
spaces of the town, how to act within them, and how to read the iconography 
decorating them. �rough such activities, we can understand how an ideol-
ogy of urbanism became a shared element of a Roman ethnicity.

Code-switching and Roman ethnicity
�is reformulation of ethnicity as performative raises the question of how 
code-switching might be used to gain further insight into the processes of 
identity maintenance. Wallace-Hadrill’s argument is based within a speci�c 
context where the switching between two cultural languages was made mean-
ingful in a speci�c series of socio-political circumstances. His study concen-
trates on a particular moment, when identity in Rome itself was contested 
in the context of a growing appreciation of the city as the centre of a large 
empire, and its relationship to the Hellenistic kingdoms and Greek culture. 
In contrast, within the context of the Roman provinces, for archaeologists the 
key question is that of cultural change or Romanization. Within the last two 
decades, this has become an area of intense research, and one key element 
of this debate has been the role of material culture in this debate. Variability 
within the material assemblages of di�erent regions (and at times, within the 
same region) is a key characteristic, and it is one archaeologists have sought to 
explain. Early explanations that this was due to the apparent backwardness of 
the provincial communities have been replaced by more theoretically-aware 
models, such as resistance, creolization, or briccolage. �e retention of ele-
ments of pre-conquest forms of material culture alongside the adoption of 
new elements raises the question of whether code-switching can also be used 
to understand the ways in which provincial communities adjusted to new 
social and political realities. �is is not to argue for a return to the bounded 
cultural blocks which have underpinned older studies of Romanization,43 and 
which have been heavily critiqued,44 but to understand the deliberate reten-
tion of material in contrast to the adoption of the new.

We can see this interaction in the Romano-British town of Verulamium 
(modern St. Albans). During the century before the conquest of AD 43, there 
was a reorganization of the settlement systems to produce the oppidum of 

43. E.g. Haver�eld 1915.
44. Freeman 1993.
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Verlamion.45 �is was a dispersed settlement comprising a series of enclosures 
on the plateau overlooking the River Ver, and an important central enclosure 
on the slopes below. �ere was a high status residential area at Gorehambury, 
a cemetery at King Harry Lane, and some form of enclosure at Folly Lane. 
�e two hectare Central Enclosure was surrounded by an unusually substan-
tial ditch. In this area, a number of pellet moulds were discovered, which are 
usually found on high status Iron Age sites. �e function of the site is unclear, 
whether it was a royal residence associated with a pre-Roman mint, or some 
form of ceremonial or religious site.46 Whichever was the case, the �nds point 
to it being a key place in the routines of the inhabitants.

Following conquest, the earliest changes respected the pre-Roman monu-
mental landscape rather than eradicating it. In particular, in the immediate 
post-conquest period, an unusual cremation took place in the high status 
funerary complex at Folly Lane.47 It was carried out in the enclosure, and 
was distinguished by the richness of the pyre goods, including at least 2.5 kg 
of silver objects, bronze and enamel horse gear, and a tunic of iron mail. A 
few metres away, a sha� of approximately 3 m deep was constructed, with at 
its base, a sunken funerary chamber. Within this chamber were the remains 
of a feast: a large quantity of tableware, wine amphorae and fragments of 
furniture. A small amount of the pyre material was placed in a shallow pit, 
and this, the sha� and chamber then covered with a turf mound, with the 
site of the pyre marked by a wooden post. �is funerary complex is key to 
understanding the initial layout of the town: a trackway linking it with the 
King Harry Lane cemetery became the axis of the town, with the central 
enclosure, the new bath-house in insula 19 and the shops in insula 14 lying 
to either side of it. �e other enclosures on the plateau seem to have been 
abandoned. In this way, the initial construction of the town, a new form of 
settlement, included key places from the pre-Roman landscape. �eir mem-
ory was preserved, but new forms of architecture were being introduced, 
bringing new forms of routines and ideas.

�is amalgamation of new and the old continued as the town developed dur-
ing the Flavian period, with the trackway from the Folly Lane enclosure to 
King Harry Lane remaining focal. Along this route, a series of buildings were 
constructed which conformed to new ideas of architecture and social rou-
tines: the forum, and a temple. �e forum was constructed on the site of the 

45. Creighton 2006, pp. 124-130; Haselgrove and Millett 1997; Niblett and �ompson 2005, 
pp. 23-40.

46. Niblett 2001, pp. 42-43.
47. Niblett 1999.
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Central Enclosure, retaining its signi�cance, but with a new form of archi-
tecture setting it within the context of a new political system.48 Although 
the inscription is very fragmentary, it seems to have been dedicated to Titus 
and Domitian, probably in the name of the townspeople.49 A Romano-Celtic 
temple was constructed in the late 1st century AD in insula 16, on a site which 
may have already had a ritual signi�cance through burials and possible ritual 
pits.50 During the following centuries, the town developed, with elaborate 
town houses, and a theatre. However, the zones of the Folly Lane burial, the 
Central Enclosure/Forum and the temple-theatre complex remained key. 

�erefore, at Verulamium we see the construction of a town which incorpo-
rated architecture enabling Roman ideas and routines, but retaining elements 
of the pre-Roman in the sense of place. �is could be identi�ed as a case of 
code-switching, but it returns us to the problems I raised earlier: the rela-
tionship between utterance and performativity, and the question of meaning. 
As argued earlier, identity is created through repeated acts of social practice, 
therefore rather than a single utterance, within the context of Verulamium, 
code-switching needs to operate through the acts of inhabiting or dwelling 
within the context of the town. As at Tarraco, this could be the more formal 
activities connected with political activity and religious activities, or alterna-
tively, more informal daily activities. Whichever form these activities took, 
through moving between the spaces of the Folly Lane complex, the forum and 
the insula 16 temple, the inhabitants were confronted with an architectural 
language derived from (although not identical to) that at Rome, but with an 
organised townscape that highlighted areas which had pre-conquest signi�-
cance. �erefore, rituals enacted at the site of the Folly Lane burial were car-
ried out with the knowledge of its pre-conquest signi�cance. Similarly, once 
the Romano-Celtic temple was constructed at the heart of the town, rituals 
carried out there were done so with the sense of continuity. We can carry this 
over to the forum site, where the political signi�cance of the central enclosure 
was maintained through the new Roman structure, but the forum in turn 
was given authority through the previous importance of the site. Approach-
ing the forum as a magistrate, or a citizen of the town to vote, recreated both 
meanings or codes. Rather than a single utterance, code-switching needs to be 
located within the ongoing routines of dwelling within a place.

However, the question of meaning is more complex than that of utterance/per-
formativity. It is unlikely that the selection of key places in the pre-conquest 

48. Frere 1983.
49. RIB 3123.
50. Niblett and �ompson 2005, pp. 92-93.
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landscape as the sites for the most important monuments of the Roman town 
was coincidental. �erefore, arguing that initially at least, there were two 
codes at play in the early development of Verulamium is persuasive. Whilst 
there was a hiatus of up to four decades between conquest and the construc-
tion of the forum on the site of the central enclosure, there is evidence for 
some form of continuous use of the site, with evidence for burials, and a struc-
ture which might have been some form of proto forum.51 �is would have 
allowed the signi�cance of the site to be retained. Its physical link through a 
road with the Folly Lane enclosure would have added to this meaning. John 
Creighton has argued that the ritualization of the Folly Lane enclosure was 
part of a strategy by a local elite family to maintain their social and political 
power within the changing post-conquest society.52 If this is the case, it points 
to one reason why the signi�cance of the burial may have been retained, and 
its link to pre-conquest social hierarchies. However, how long did these areas 
retain their pre-conquest meaning? �e Folly Lane temple and the Branch 
Lane bath-house associated with it both seem to have gone out of use in the 
early 3rd century. In contrast, the Insula 16 temple and its associated theatre 
continued to be used, altered, and in the case of the theatre, rebuilt c. AD 300. 
�is represents a restructuring of ritual space within the town, suggesting a 
change in the attitudes of the townspeople to the places of the town. It sug-
gests that either previous signi�cance of the Folly Lane enclosure had been 
forgotten, or that it was no longer deemed signi�cant. �e ties into theories 
of memory and memorialisation which argue that social memory is mutable, 
and the past subject to active recreation.53 It suggests that over time, this idea 
of negotiating between two cultural codes became less important, and either 
the meanings were forgotten, or they lost their signi�cance.

If this is a case of code-switching, it raises the question of why it made sense 
within this moment in time. Amongst those studying ethnicity within mod-
ern contexts, there is an acknowledgement that the identity of a person can 
encompass more than one element of ethnicity. �is contrasts with the ide-
ology of the nation-state, which saw the eradication of local culture to pro-
duce a single series of elements which bound the nation together. However, 
Eriksen’s studies of Mauritius and the Sami of Norway has demonstrated that 
this is not always the case.54 In both, he argues that an ethnic identity derived 
from the political state co-exists with a second, more regional ethnic identity. 
�is idea of poly-ethnic identities can be posited for classical Greece, where 

51. Niblett and �ompson 2005, p. 82.
52. Creighton 2006.
53. Alcock 2002; Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983.
54. Eriksen 1991; 1993; 2001.
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there was a similar layering of communal identity: polis, ethnos, federal, 
intra-Hellenic and Pan-Hellenic.55 I would argue that we can see a similar 
situation within the Roman Empire. One consequence of the paradigm of 
Romanization is that we tend to see ethnic identity in terms of either-or: 
either Roman or still local. Instead, we can reconceptualise Roman ethnicity 
in terms of the two levels co-existing. �e local ethnic identities, whether 
tribal or urban, were not antithetical to a Roman identity. �ere is participa-
tion in shared Roman institutions, such as dependency on an urban centre, 
the de�nition of the group through the nomenclature of the town, activities 
such as bathing, watching performances at the theatre, and participation in 
religious activity focussed on architectural homes of the gods. However, at the 
same time, the local identity is maintained, in part through the name of the 
town, Verulamium, derived from its Iron Age name of Verlamion, but also 
the continuity of the local history through the ongoing commemoration of 
the individual buried at Folly Lane, and the re-use of places within the land-
scape. �is is not to suggest that the local identity was unchanged during this 
process of integration. For the people of Verulamium, their identity came to 
be de�ned through the urban centre; nevertheless, some element of its pre-
Roman signi�cance remained and was expressed through the materiality of 
the urban landscape. �e two elements of identity, and codes of material, were 
not fused or hybridised, but came into play in their own right to communicate 
di�erent messages. �is maintenance of a local past is not unique to Verula-
mium, but can be seen in Colchester and Silchester amongst others.56

Conclusion
�e case study of Verulamium brings us back to the original question about 
the utility of code-switching as a means of understanding the lives of people 
in the past, and their use of material culture. It is clear that it does not provide 
a stand-alone insight, nor can it be directly translated from a linguistic setting 
to a material one. Instead, it needs to be set into a wider theoretical approach 
which allows its strengths to be maintained, but to be reconceptualised for 
the material turn. In particular, social identity, its ongoing recreation, and 
its relationship to material culture needs to be more explicitly theorised, 
bringing in other theoretical approaches. Social practice and performativity 
have proved central to theories of identity, and one problem in applying lin-
guistic theory to material culture is the relationship between the speech act 
(or utterance) and performance. As demonstrated, we need a more �exible 

55. Crielaard 2009; Malkin 2001.
56. Creighton 2006, pp. 130-148.
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de�nition, which can encompass a longer timeframe and repeated activity. It 
may initially seem di�cult to equate inhabiting a townscape with a single act 
of speech, but we need to be able to do so to apply code-switching to material 
culture. For other forms of archaeological material, the temporality of the act 
of combining two codes may be briefer, but such �exibility is still needed. 

More problematic is the question of recognising the material codes at play, 
and how meaning is assigned to particular artefacts. It is an o�-quoted tru-
ism that material culture is multi-vocal, and it is this multi-vocality which 
adds a complexity to material code-switching: how do we as archaeologists 
establish that material retained its meaning within the process of amalgama-
tion. �is is not an easy question to answer, and it requires that we continue 
to be rigorous in our approaches to material assemblages. �e attraction of 
code-switching is that implicit within it is the idea that the two cultural codes 
will maintain their meaning. However, archaeology deals with longer time-
spans than the utterance, and meaning of material is mutable. �e original 
meaning may not remain, and may be transformed into new understandings 
of the original codes. In the case of Verulamium, although we can see code-
switching in the 1st century a�er conquest, were these meanings retained, 
or did they change so that the combining of old and new took on a di�erent 
meaning and code-switching no longer remains a viable explanation? �e 
archaeological record is a witness to the complexity of human activity and 
social organisation in the past, and warns against monocausal explanations 
for variability. Code-switching can be applied to certain situations, such as 
Augustan Rome or Verulamium, but it cannot be applied to all. Bilingual-
ism as a wider theory includes di�erent approaches to combining multiple 
languages57 and we need to be aware that in certain situations, these may be 
more applicable. Ultimately, code-switching is a one means of understanding 
artefact variability and questions of identity in the past, but it can only be one 
of a range of approaches utilised by the archaeologist.

57. See Mullen this volume.
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